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Dr Marie-Paule Kieny, Director of WHO’s Initiative for Vaccine Research (IVR),
welcomed participants and gave a brief overview of the organizational structure of
IVR. Dr Saladin Osmanov, Acting Coordinator for the WHO-UNAIDS HIV
Vaccine Initiative provided opening remarks.

Thirteen years ago, WHO recommended developing vaccine trial sites in developing
countries, including Thailand, Rwanda, Uganda, and Brazil. At that time, HIV vaccine
trials were a long-term objective. Over the years, the panorama has changed thanks
to careful, long-term planning and preparation. Today, these four pioneering countries
(now three because Rwanda could not continue) have been conducting all phases of
vaccine trials. They have shown us that developing national plans is insufficient
without multiple collaborators and links to international partners. Trials must be
owned by the countries and monitored with their own regulations.

Through this work over the years, WHO recognizes that there are many common
issues, not only in countries’ national plans, but also within regions. These issues can
best be tackled through peer support and collaboration. Issues are related to ethics,
regulatory, community participation, legal and human rights—and can be resolved
at the regional level through planning. Another factor is that number of sponsors of
HIV vaccine trials in developing countries has expanded to include the United States
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Walter Reed Army Institute (WRAI),
European platform, International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI), Italian government,
Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise, and others. For these reasons HIV vaccine
development is going through period of new thinking.

The objectives of this meeting on national planning are outlined below.

• Review progress and discuss key scientific challenges relevant to HIV vaccine
development and evaluation.

• Discuss issues/challenges for the development of national AIDS vaccine plans.

• Discuss policies and mechanisms for reviewing and approving research
protocols.

• Discuss the regulatory, legal, and ethical framework.

• Review and adopt the African AIDS Vaccine Program (AAVP) guidance
document for national plans in Africa.

• Share country experiences for the development of national plans.

• Make recommendations for establishing regional networks in other regions.

Preface
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1.1 Pipeline HIV vaccines and key scientific issues to be addressed in
clinical trials (Deborah Birx)

The most pressing scientific questions today are how to select candidate vaccines
that induce both humoral and cellular immunity, and how to better understand
mechanisms of inducing humoral immunity, especially neutralizing antibody.
Transparency in deciding which trials to move through the development pipeline is
also important. Moving forward with the Thai phase III trial of the Canarypox
vaccine caused some controversy, which could have been avoided had there been
transparent discussion in the scientific media.

Issues surrounding vectored vaccines include a need to establish baseline anti-vector
immunity in communities where trials will occur. In particular, it is important to
address pre-existing immunity, define the age of infection, and pre-screen volunteers.

Regarding the feasibility of using IFNg as the gold standard assay for determining
cellular immunogenicity, recent data indicates that this assay may not be sufficient to
mirror the complete spectrum of cellular immune responses and could potentially
miss some CD4+ responses that may help predict antibody responses. Assays that
can also detect other cytokines, for example IL2, must be explored. It might be
possible to repeat assays on samples from previous vaccine trials.

Phase III trials have answered very important questions, in particular that large
numbers of volunteers in high-risk groups can be recruited and retained in trials.
One dogma regarding phase III trials was that endpoints would cluster within the
first half of the trial. Trial experiences have demonstrated differently, with endpoints
occurring throughout the trial. Another concern for phase III trials was the potential
opposition to behavioral counseling during the course of the trial. In the
VaxGen trials, researchers observed an initial decrease in behavioral risk-taking,
which plateaued over the next three years of the trial. There was no evidence of
increased risk behavior in either injecting drug users (IDUs) or men-who-have-sex-
with-men (MSMs), though this issue needs to be continuously monitored during
trials. An important issue remains: the adequate recruitment of women, adolescents,
and ethnic minorities in large efficacy trials.

After discussing trials planned for 2004 and 2005, there was a recommendation to
use the existing trial databases to discuss National Vaccine Plans with the Ministries
of Health in developing countries, particularly in Africa.

1. Science and planning for
HIV vaccine strategy
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Partnerships in vaccine development are critical. The experience of WRAI and
the close collaboration with the NIH Division of AIDS (DAIDS) is an example.
There is a need to focus on the positive gains of such partnerships rather than possible
losses for each individual collaborator. Laboratories, for example, bring together
laboratory directors from various networks to optimize assays, compare them,
and unify results. There is a clear need to integrate HIV care and treatment,
prevention activities, and vaccine development under a comprehensive site
development umbrella.

1.2 Recruiting and retaining women in HIV vaccine clinical trials
(Sam Kalibala)

There is an absence of sufficient data from large-scale trials of AIDS vaccines to
definitively answer whether gender plays a role in HIV vaccine trials. However,
there are clues. Results from two large HSV-2 vaccine trials suggested that women
were protected from HSV-2 infection (75% efficacy) while men were not.
Unfortunately, the number of women in these studies was not large enough for
researchers to interpret these data as evidence of gender-specific protection. A new,
women-only trial is currently underway to provide a clearer answer to the question.

In its initial analysis, VaxGen results suggested that vaccinated women had lower
rates of infection compared to men (0.8% incidence in women and 2.7% incidence
in men). However, there were not enough women (n=309) to draw statistically
significant conclusions. This fact significantly highlights the need to recruit enough
women in clinical trials to measure any gender-specific effects of HIV vaccines.

There are also biological realities for HIV infection in women compared to men.
Existing data show varying rates of male-to-female and female-to-male sexual HIV
transmission, and there could be a gender difference in HIV vaccine efficacy due to
the transmissibility of infection. This type of efficacy data in women will be critical
to support future licensure of vaccines for women.

Recruiting women in clinical trials is important to the principle of health equity,
which requires that women be involved in all appropriate clinical research.
Education, counseling and care components of these trials reduce every participant’s
risk of contracting HIV, and excluding women from these trials will deprive them of
these benefits.

Current data on women’s willingness and ability to participate in trials suggest
that women generally demonstrate a greater willingness to participate in
vaccine trials than men. In community (2004) and site seminars (2003) in Kenya,
the female-to-male ratio was 0.65 and 0.56 respectively. Current screening ratios
of banked volunteers indicate that the female-to-male ratio is 0.62 (2004).
Unfortunately, final recruitment into vaccine trials tells a different story,
with female-to-male ratios of just 0.13 and 0.17 respectively.
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IAVI has held consultations in India (September 2003) and Nairobi (January 2004)
in collaboration with women’s and reproductive rights groups, people living with
HIV/AIDS (PLHA) groups, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), scientists,
and trial administrators to identify barriers and suggest recommendations. One barrier
they identified was trial site location and user-friendliness, including the frequency
and duration of visits and the need for trial site staff to exhibit gender sensitivity
when interacting with potential volunteers. Participants suggested that trial activities
be integrated with other activities and that sites be made more female-friendly,
e.g. by providing childcare services at the trial site. Partner notification could be
addressed by offering couples counseling at sites.

Another barrier the women’s groups cited was the threat of stigma and discrimination.
This could be addressed by sensitizing and increasing awareness about HIV vaccine
trials among the general population. Participants also suggested implementing strong
advocacy agendas and policies that guard against discrimination and protect women
against unfair treatment. Women concerned about future fertility and safety of the
fetus suggested that more involvement from male partners could help them discuss
reproductive goals and address societal pressure for pregnancy. Counseling with
male partners could also help clarify the required duration of contraception and
provide more information and education on contraception. Issues such as anemia
and abnormal urinalysis could be addressed by developing normal values for local
populations.

In practice, the Kenyan AIDS Vaccine Initiative sites attempted to improve the
recruitment of women by involving peer leaders and introducing seminars in the
community. This strategy slightly improved female-to-male involvement in trials
over time. There are not many reports of successful interventions that improve women
recruitment and retainment. But one United States study used focus group discussions,
simplified education materials, and pictures to improve recruitment of women into
trials. These strategies resulted in higher comprehension scores and better recall
amongst potential trial volunteers.

1.3 Needs and requirements for clinical trials evaluation (Jorge Flores)

Conducting clinical trials in developing countries can pose many potential
challenges, including cultural and language barriers, distance or isolation of
populations, political issues, media misinformation, public misconceptions,
ethical and volunteer concerns (including population vulnerability), and lack of
long-term support for trials.

Other challenges result from inadequate health care delivery and research
infrastructures, for example medical, scientific, pharmacy, laboratory,
data management, and programme and operations management. In many countries
there are less developed decision making mechanisms including legal and ethical
frameworks and regulatory bodies, and little support to address social risk issues.
DAIDS grantees must fulfil a set of requirements that show they have thought about
and addressed some of these issues before they can conduct trials.
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Clinical trial sites are asked to provide baseline information on the population including
epidemiological data (summary of past five years), seroincidence data, HIV subtype
information, and common endemicities in the population. They must also outline
procedures for recruitment, compliance, and retention in clinical trials. Sites must
have the ability to handle data appropriately and to conduct quality training on case
report forms and equipment. Sites must also be able to adhere to good clinical practice
(GCP), International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH), and Office for Human
Research Protection (OHRP) guidelines; fulfil investigational new drug application
(IND) investigator’s obligations, pharmacy plans, protocol registration process;
and comply with the NIAID Clinical Terms of Award.

A critical issue is that sites must provide training in GCP/GLP guidelines,
protection of human subjects including risk-reduction counseling, ethical issues,
and confidentiality. Laboratory staff must be trained on handling, storing and shipping
materials. Data management staff must be trained on datafax requirements.
An independent monitoring mechanism should ensure adherence to the procedures
outlined above.

Finally, sites must have qualified staff, access to suitable populations, endorsement
from local and national authorities, community input, a quality management
programme, and functioning IRB and NRAs.

1.4 Challenges to move HIV vaccine development through all phases of
clinical trials (Margaret Wecker)

Challenges to address when moving HIV vaccine candidates from phase I/II to
phase III can be scientific, ethical, logistical, and regulatory in nature. Each of these
challenges has many complex components.

Scientific issues include the lack of a clear understanding of correlate for protective
immunity, and the lack of adequate pre-clinical models that are predictive of the
eventual human response. There is also a diversity of candidates that need to be
evaluated, leading to some redundancy in product development and the need to
prioritize resources. Other scientific challenges include product production and
the need investigate cross-clade reactogenicity in future product development.
Evaluating surrogate endpoints is challenging, and time of endpoint onset must be
balanced with the specificity of the endpoint. Surrogate markers must also be validated
either statistically or mechanistically by demonstrating that these markers would
inexorably lead to the primary clinical endpoint. Additionally, researchers need to
determine the background level of each study endpoint in the population.
Finally, what constitutes vaccine efficacy remains a scientific challenge.
Consideration needs to be given to what an approvable vaccine would look like in
different parts of the world, and how a vaccine which has little or no effect on infection
acquisition, but some effect on disease progression would be evaluated in a country
without access to highly effective antiviral therapy (HAART).
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Ethical issues include the need to plan for participants who become HIV infected
during the course of trials. Providing care and antiretroviral therapy, the potential
for undue inducement in countries where HAART is not readily available,
and confounding of efficacy endpoints are important issues that must be addressed.
Participants in HIV vaccine efficacy trials will be at high risk for acquiring HIV
infection, and these participants must be counseled with regard to their risk behavior.
At the same time the endpoint of the efficacy trial includes HIV infection.
While counseling is not the complete answer to HIV prevention, the role of counseling
must be carefully implemented in efficacy trials to ensure the trial meets the highest
ethical standard. Compensation for injury is also an ethical issue, and there are
different considerations regarding how this can be addressed in government sponsored
trials versus industry sponsored trials.

Logistical issues include the lack of capacity in resource-limited settings.
Many countries lack the infrastructure to support large clinical trials and do not
have the capacity for multiple levels of review. Procedures for handling specimens
need to be clearly outlined, particularly for using local versus central laboratories
for specimen processing, exporting specimens outside the country, and collecting
and storing samples.

Regulatory challenges must also be addressed when preparing for phase III trials.
Establishing endpoints for efficacy is not only a scientific challenge, but it must also
meet licensing requirements in any given country. Because there is a lack of uniform
guidelines, trial sites need to prepare for multiple regulatory environments and explore
whether regional or global approaches could be feasible. Many countries lack the
resources to support highly technical reviews of research protocols and this may
have an impact on ethical considerations. Because multiple layers of review are needed
and because the process is iterative, delays can be amplified.

The above challenges can be addressed by international collaboration, for example
agreeing on guidelines and getting support from established and competent authorities
such as the USFDA, South Africa’s Medicines Control Council, and others. A regional
framework for review would be useful, for example allowing regional and global
safety data to be accepted at a country level to support progression to efficacy trials.
This could also help streamline the review process by leveraging regional capacity.

1.5 Summary of recommendations from the WHO-UNAIDS
Consultation on Gender, Age and Ethnicity (Fred Mhalu)

WHO-UNAIDS held a consultation in Lausanne, Switzerland from 26 to
28 August 2004 to discuss the impact of gender, age, and ethnicity on HIV vaccines.
A special focus of the meeting was the participation of women and adolescents in
clinical trials, since these populations would benefit most from future HIV vaccines.
Also discussed were the experiences and lessons from various research programmes,
trials, and studies in different countries.
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The consultation made a list of recommendations relating to scientific and social
science research, ethical and legal guidelines, and advocacy. The overarching themes
included the need for more research and attention toward recruiting female volunteers
and ensuring gender-sensitive approaches among all levels of trial staff and oversight
bodies, the need to further define and discuss informed consent issues and community
involvement, and the need to address gaps in scientific research.

1.6 Discussion

During the discussion, the following points were raised.

• The role of ethnic factors in protection induced by HIV vaccines was discussed
in the context of the VaxGen trials. Some participants expressed that ethnicity
was a superficial classification and that experimental products should be
classified based on the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) characteristics in
different populations. Other polymorphisms in the immune response in different
populations must also be evaluated.

• The issue of transparency in decision making for trials was discussed further.
Participants suggested that the process for moving a specific vaccine candidate
through the pipeline should be discussed in the peer-reviewed scientific
literature.

• There was inquiry as to whether the Division of AIDS of the US NIH (DAIDS)
planned to support certification of different international laboratories for
performing HLA screening on a population basis. The response was that this
was already being done in some labs in South Africa in collaboration with
other groups.

• The lack of predictivity of primate models was discussed. Participants suggested
that more phase I trials were needed in order to determine which products
should proceed through the pipeline.
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2.1 HIV vaccine trials in Thailand (Punee Pitsuttithum)

Ten years ago, Thailand began its first phase I/II trial. Thailand is now on its tenth
trial and has involved over 10 000 participants over the past ten years. Trials involving
IDUs started in 1995 with phase I/II of an AIDSVAX monovalent vaccine,
then continued two phase I/II trials 1998 and 1999. Trials involving healthy
communities started in 1998 with Chiron gp120/MF59 subtype E antigen alone and
combined with B antigen. Three additional trials have followed, most recently with
phase I of the Merck Adenovirus vaccine in 2004.

AIDSVAX-B/E Vaccine Trial

AIDSVAX-B/E was selected because it showed protection in chimpanzees against
homologous challenges, had good safety and immunogenicity profiles, and there were
no other candidate vaccines to move forward at that time. It took about five years
from launching the Thai national plan before starting the first phase III trial in 1997,
as there were several milestones that had to be met: the cohort of IDUs needed to
show sufficient incidence, high rate of follow-up, willingness to participate, and virus
characterization. The trial also needed results from phase I/II bivalent B/E vaccine,
and had to secure political commitment.

This was a randomized, double-blind, and placebo-controlled trial. More than
60% of 2546 volunteers from 17 different drug treatment clinics and referral
programmes were recruited. Volunteers were randomized one-to-one, and given
AIDSVAX - B/E vaccine or a placebo at months 0, 6, 12, 18, 24, and 30 and followed
up for three years.

The review process took one year, but in an excellent, productive environment,
which led to an improved institutional review board (IRB). There were some ethical
concerns toward participation, including whether volunteers really understood the
trial before they enrolled, risk of social harm or discrimination, or the potential for
increased risk of HIV-infection. In time, the trial mitigated all of these ethical concerns
by thorough education, informed consent, and counseling. For example, a booklet
was created for improving informed consent that resulted in a high retention rate
and limited ethical issues.

The vaccine proved to be very safe; the reported reactogenicity was similar in both
groups. A Data Safety Monitoring Board was appointed and met every six months
to review reactogenicity, adverse events, serious adverse events and deaths
(none were caused by vaccine).

2. Experiences in
conducting clinical trials in

developing countries
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A risk behavior questionnaire was administered every six months. It showed that
participants reduced their risk by one third for injecting and by half for sharing
needles. In total, 37 volunteers reported social harm, most of which was from personal
relationships and was resolved before the end of the trial. No social harm has been
reported due to false positivity as a result of vaccination.

The trial proved that Thailand could achieve international standards for phase III
trials. It also proved that it is possible to recruit and follow-up with IDUs despite a
16-visit schedule during a three-year follow-up. The following additional lessons
were learned:

• Morale, hard work, understanding, and knowledge of all staff, plus good
leadership is essential.

• Continuous training, supervision, and monitoring are necessary.

• Staff ability to understand and communicate about risk reduction and threats
of increased risk is important.

• Consultation during the trial was helpful by appointing an International
Advisory Group.

• Evaluation from a WHO advisory team led to improvement in many sensitive
areas.

ALVAC-HIV plus AIDSVAX-B/E Vaccine Trial

After completing the phase I/II trials in 2002, a community phase III trial of
ALVAC-HIV priming and AIDSVAX-B/E boosting HIV vaccine was launched.
Again, this is a randomized, double-blind placebo controlled trial,
with 16 000 volunteers from 47 screening sites. Volunteers received ALVAC-HIV
or placebo at 0, 4, 12, and 24 weeks with the AIDSVAX-B/E booster at 12 and
24 weeks. Follow up is 3.5 years with an endpoint of HIV infection. So far, the trial
has screened 7336 and enrolled 4343 volunteers.

The challenges thus far have been in educating and engaging the community and
ensuring that trial conduct complies with international standards.

• Community education and engagement. Various activities have been
undertaken to raise awareness about AIDS and the project. Although people
thought they already knew about AIDS, they needed to know the extent and
relevance of the disease. To this end, a community education team, an NGO
network, and educational materials were developed.

• Trial conduct. Recruitment consisted of community volunteers from 48 health
centers. It is a new concept to use non-providers as recruiters. Education levels
of recruitment teams may affect levels of understanding among participants.

• Site preparation. The greatest challenges in preparing the site were the massive
infrastructure strengthening required, capacity building, renovation of space,
etc.

• Informed consent. The challenge to informed consent is measuring whether
the community is well informed, whether participants really understand the
trial, whether people felt stigmatized, and whether participants increase risk
behavior as a result of being in the trial.
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• Recruitment and retention. Challenges to recruitment/retention include the
need to provide education and counseling to participants. It is difficult to
maintain high interest of both staff and participants over 3.5 years while also
maintaining the highest possible standards for the trial.

Meeting these challenges requires lots of education and counseling for participants,
dedication, training, and monitoring among staff, and commitment from political
leaders.

2.2 HIV vaccine trials in South Africa (Tim Tucker)

Clinical trials in Africa fit into the South African AIDS Vaccine Initiative’s (SAAVI)
long term strategy to have multiple, concurrent trials for internal SAAVI-designed
products, products developed in collaboration with other groups, and products
developed externally.

SAAVI’s broad programme of capacity building and site development relates to
phase I/II trials. Currently, there are about 250 people working in HIV vaccine
development in the country. SAAVI has four to five trial sites with the capacity to
run phase I/II trials, and is now launching a phase III preparedness programme.
A detailed community preparedness programme emphasizes ethics and human rights,
and recognizes the need to include adolescents in trials.

Currently, SAAVI is involved in two phase I trials: VEE-based vaccine and
MVA-based vaccine. The VEE-based vaccine trial is a model of collaboration, and is
looking at four different doses of VEE replicons. All volunteers in the trial have
been recruited for the two-dose trial, and the next set of doses is in regulatory review.
The MVA-based vaccine trial is a collaboration between African, European, and
American scientists.

There are about ten clinical trials in the planning stages with various partners.
Two SAAVI products under development, a DNA-based vaccines and a MVA-based
vaccine, will be the first African products to be tested.

2.3 HIV vaccine trials in Botswana (Tonya Villafana)

In 2001, the Botswana-Harvard School of Public Health AIDS Initiative (BHP)
established an HIV Vaccine Initiative to develop infrastructure and community
awareness for HIV vaccine trials. Botswana’s first phase I preventive HIV vaccine
trial began in June 2003, and an HIV Vaccine Preparedness Study to determine the
feasibility of recruiting volunteers for phase II/III trials began enrolling volunteers
in April 2004. Both studies have been conducted in collaboration with the HIV
Vaccine Trials Network.

The Government of Botswana built a laboratory for conducting HIV vaccine
research in December 2001. Community engagement and mobilization began by
consultation at the highest level beginning with the President, members of parliament,
the House of Chiefs, and the National AIDS Council. The Ministry of Health
established a National HIV Vaccine Committee and consulted with researchers to
invite community members to join a community advisory board to learn how to link
the community with researchers for HIV vaccine trials.
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Regulatory oversight in Botswana required multiple IRB reviews, drug regulatory
unit exemption (for import), and institutional biosafety committee review,
among others. The trial site had multiple site preparation visits and site initiation
visits to conform with NIH/DAIDS guidelines.

Recruitment for the first phase I trial was most successfully done through contacts
initiated by study staff and through the media.

Accrual for the first phase I trial was completed in 2004. Challenges faced during
the trial included a lack of Botswana-specific laboratory normal reference range
values; recruitment of women (barriers to enrolment included contraceptive
requirements and the informed consent process—in the future it will be important
to form stronger links with women’s groups, reproductive health departments,
etc. to facilitate recruitment of women); communicating complex trial concepts to
mass media; and working with the in-country regulatory framework.

2.4 HIV vaccine trials in Brazil (Mauro Schechter)

Brazil’s Federal University of Rio de Janeiro Vaccine Testing Site began studying
the local clinical population back in 1995. It sought information about local
epidemiology, willingness to participate, ability to recruit participants, natural history,
etc. About 70% of the MSM cohort under 20 years said they would be willing
to participate. About 50% of participants denied clinical manifestations
of seroconversion, so a clear definition of primary infection was created:
fever, lymph node enlargement, incapacitating illness, and fatigue.

The site enrolled 200 individuals and gave them a supply of AIDS treatment drugs
(counselling and testing at the site takes place simultaneously with other interventions).
Reported risk behavior improved and incidence declined only slightly.

The site has now finished the HIVNET026 vaccine trial (400 screened and
40 enrolled), and is completing HVTN 050, and preparing for a phase III study of
GSK HPV 16/18. Retention is high and volunteers receive travel and food vouchers
to come to their appointments.

One of the major challenges the site has faced conducting clinical trials relates to a
lack of human resources. There are very few GCP trained physicians, pharmacists,
laboratory workers, no trained staff, no counselors, administrators, etc. In particular,
quality people need to be recruited for the following areas:

• Clinical and laboratory facilities: People trained in quality assurance and quality
control, standard operating procedures, concept of external monitoring,
and not just physical plant and equipment.

• Information technology: Personnel familiar with biomedical research.
Available software was not adapted to needs of Brazil (or developing countries)
so a new database had to be developed.

• Community participation: NGOs involvement needed to be strong. The first
community advisory board (CAB) was formed in Brazil, educational materials
about HIV vaccines were created, and a relationship with media was established.
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• Ethical, legal, regulatory issues: Brazil has had a good procedure in place since
1996. The country already has local and national IRBs, biosafety committees,
and an equivalent FDA. Still, it took 12 to 18 months to get approved.

Early on, the site received funds from the Fogarty Foundation to train people in the
United States. Personnel were first trained for the trial site; then HVTN staff were
trained through the Fogarty grant.

What should come first, the building of capacity or the conduct of trials? Both should
be done at the same time, closely collaborating with people in established sites.
Cohort studies and simpler intervention/therapeutic trials also need to be conducted.

2.5 HIV vaccine trials in Kenya (Sam Kalibala)

The Kenya AIDS Vaccine Initiative (KAVI) is a collaboration between the
University of Nairobi, IAVI, and the Medical Research Council (MRC). KAVI is
conducting four vaccine trials in Nairobi:

• DNA study, phase I

• MVA study, phase I

• DNA/MVA rollover study, phase I

• DNA/MVA, phase IIa.

The trials evolved after observing in Kenya and The Gambia that some female
commercial sex workers (CSW) are not infected with HIV, despite repeated exposure
to the virus. Women were also found with cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTL) specific
to HIV, but no antibodies to HIV.

KAVI’s vaccine contains clade A HIV-1gag and 25 CTL epitopes from HIV1 and
aims to stimulate CTL production. The vaccine comes in two forms: a naked DNA
and MVA. Animal studies showed best response when given as DNA prime and
MVA boost.

Preparation for a trial of DNA prime and MVA boost started in early 2001. It was
the first HIV vaccine trial in a country with no experience with the approval process.
The Ministry of Health, Office of President, National Council for Science and
Technology, and Cabinet were required for approval.

Initial misunderstandings of the clinical trial concept were played out in the media
and among the community with regards to: using Kenyans as guinea pigs, patent and
intellectual property rights issues, vaccine safety, therapeutic use, confidentiality,
and possible stigma to volunteers. KAVI resolved these challenges by meeting
with all stakeholders (parliament, media, religious groups, professional groups,
community leaders), and signing a Memorandum of Understanding between IAVI,
University of Nairobi, and MRC.
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Volunteer recruitment began with seminars at tertiary universities and at the trial
site, posters, radio, television, and word-of-mouth. This method was quite slow and
resulted in mostly male volunteers. Current volunteer recruitment is a community
approach: 13 peer leaders in target communities are trained for 7 months. Peer leaders
conduct outreach in the community, offer sensitization and information seminars,
one-to-one screening sessions, and then begin enrolment.

Through this process, KAVI learned that stakeholders are useful and should be
involved early. Community response was positive and led to a pool of committed
volunteers—most of whom came through word-of-mouth. Community recruitment
was faster and resulted in better follow-up than earlier recruitment methods.

2.6 Discussion

During the discussion, the following points were raised.

• Participants were asked how they felt about the strategy/policy to introduce
new methods for measuring seroincidence, collecting samples, shipment,
and sending to USA or organize regional laboratory network.
Participants responded that it is difficult to have trials in developing countries
and ship samples abroad, particularly when trying to develop laboratory
capacity and technical ability. However, for some trials in Africa, analysis has
been done in Africa. Participants noted the need for endpoint analysis to be
done in one or two laboratories worldwide, for consistency sake.

• A question was raised about stability and retention rates among different
cohorts (e.g., healthy participants, IDUs, etc.). The phase I/II studies
in Thailand achieved close to 100% retention. The phase III study reached
90% retention with IDUs.

• Participants asked how to reach IDUs and sex workers when what they are
doing is illegal. In Thailand, it is only illegal for IDUs to stay on drugs.
If a person is injecting drugs, then the government is obliged to provide care.
Sex workers are registered in Thailand and not enforced.

• There was some discussion on recruiting different ethnic populations.
The Government of Brazil is imposing affirmative-action criteria so there are
race discussions. The vast majority of Brazil’s population is mixed ethnicity,
so they self-identify their race.

• Participants noted that there are biological and socio-political differences in
the notion of ethnicity that are difficult to define because of the historical,
political, and social contexts. It is important to show communities that research
is not focused on “black” people or other descriptions. Instead, people are
recruited because they align with demographics that make them vulnerable to
disease.

• Participants from Kenya reported that there was no experience in reviewing
protocols for vaccine trials, which caused back-and-forth between departments.
New rules will hopefully make things faster.

• A question was asked about the need to prioritize vectors and platforms in
developing countries. The Thai national plan (1994) meant to test vaccine only
for Thailand. However, from 2000 onward, they started seeing the value of
studying vaccines focused on other clades.
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• The issue of defining normal values in local situations was discussed.
IAVI plans to work with sponsors to establish guidelines for defining normal
values, recognizing that it is a complex area.

• A participant announced that later this year there will be two large studies
looking at the interaction between hormonal contraception and HIV acquisition.
It is anticipated that HIV acquisition may increase with hormonal
contraception.

• Participants discussed the possibility of using trial sites for other studies in the
absence of HIV vaccine trials. They agreed that sites need to be capable of
doing good preventive and therapeutic trials. Communities also need to know
that trial sites are interested in both treatment and prevention. In Brazil,
trial sites are multi-purpose. However, they cannot use NIH funds to do
therapeutic trials. Funding agencies should take this into consideration.
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3.1 Regulating clinical trials: scientific considerations (Helen Rees)

WHO has put together a series of scientific considerations for the regulatory process
based on input from WHO consultations. The process to date has included developing
WHO guidelines on vaccine evaluation, two consultations in 2001 and 2003,
regional training workshops for regulators, and collaboration with the Global HIV
Vaccine Enterprise in 2003. Below is a summary of scientific considerations for
regulating clinical trials.

Phase I clinical trials should begin with a rationale based on animal data, choice of
vector where relevant, and a risk/benefit analysis. The trial design should be based
on earlier studies or pre-clinical data. The decision about where the trial takes
place needs a rationale (particularly when testing a different clade than found in the
country) and normal values.

Initial human use of an investigational product can be designed many different ways.
Regulators do not have to designate a single method, but they need to justify the
method selected. Trials designed to look at dosages and method of administration
with tight inclusion/exclusion criteria, by definition need close monitoring and
follow-up. It is important to look at safety, tolerability, and immunogenicity
(access local response and systemic reactions, pre-defined toxicity criteria,
adverse events, identify criteria and timeframe for adverse events, duration of
monitoring immunogenicity).

Phase II clinical trials need a rationale and justification that includes preliminary
safety and immunogenicity, risk/benefit analysis, data to support dose, formulation
and adjuvant, and route of administration. These randomized, controlled trials
generally look at safety, tolerability, and immunogenicity (qualitative, quantitative,
duration of response) and can include hundreds of lower- and higher-risk volunteers.

Phase IIb trials include larger numbers of participants and often rollover into
phase III trials. They are often seen as proof-of-concept trials, aimed to speed up the
development process. The approach for these trials has to be justified.

An assessment of infected vaccinees needs to be included in all phase I, II, and III
clinical trials. Such an assessment includes information about cell mediated and
humoral immunity, assessment of phenotypes and genotypes of breakthrough viruses,
and standard of care including ARVs and referral mechanisms.

3. Policy mechanisms for
reviewing and approving

clinical trials
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Phase III clinical trials require epidemiological data for HIV in the trial population
including seroincidence and local clades. Regulators need epidemiological data for
vaccine vector (e.g., adenovirus), safety and immunogenicity data, rationale for
efficacy endpoints, rationale for selected population, and a risk/benefit analysis.
These are generally pivotal trials for licensure and should include potential populations
such as adolescents, pregnant women, and infants born to HIV-positive mothers.
The protocol must include a hypothesis, the study population, vaccine composition,
study design and justification, and a variety of plans (site plan, monitoring plan,
laboratory plan, pharmacy plan, etc.). The method of statistical analysis needs to be
described up front. Standardizing immunological assays requires common laboratory
strategies, reagents, and external quality assurance programmes aimed at validating
standard operating procedures and monitoring laboratory proficiency. The phase III
proposal should describe the details of manufacturing, including capacity to
manufacture sufficient product and consistency of vaccine product.

There are still some challenges to overcome regarding HIV vaccine trials.

• Animal models. There is a discrepancy between animal model data and human
data. Agreement must be reached on which nonhuman primate model most
closely resembles HIV-1 exposure and infection.

• Correlates of protection. Types and quantities of immune responses associated
with protection from disease need to be defined. Vaccine efficacy trials should
contribute to knowledge of correlates of protection.

• Mucosal immunity. Since the site of immunization may vary, clarity must be
reached on how to measure immunity at mucosal surfaces.

• Trials that fail to show efficacy. If the first phase II or IIb trial fails to show
efficacy, subsequent vaccines will have to offer significant advantage in terms
of size or breadth or quality of immune response to move into phase III.

• NRAs. The gold standard is USFDA approval, but the risk/benefit calculation
is different for the United States versus high-HIV prevalence countries,
and few people know how to accurately calculate risk/benefit in countries
with different epidemic dynamics. Because HIV vaccine science is emerging,
those with the most knowledge are scientists and clinicians in the field,
not regulators. Regulators are inherently conservative, and newly trained
regulators may be more risk adverse and cautious.

• Legal frameworks. There is a need to harmonize and exchange information
within the legal frameworks of different countries.
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3.2 Review and approval of HIV clinical trials in Peru (Javier Lama)

The regulatory review and approval process required for conducting HIV clinical
trials in Peru is not different from other clinical trials.

The Asociacion Civil Impacta Salud y Educacion (Impacta) is a nonprofit working
in HIV prevention/treatment clinical trials, principally sponsored by NIH.
Its experience with HIV vaccine trials in Peru includes the following.

• HVTN026 phase II trial to evaluate immunogenicity and safety of LAVAC-
HIV vCP1452 along and combined with MN rgp120. This trial started in
April 2002 and ended July 2003.

• HVTN050 phase I, dose-escalating study of the safety, tolerability,
and immunogenicity of three-dose regimen of the MRKAd5 HIV-1 gag vaccine
in healthy adults. This trial started September 2003 and plans to expand to a
site in the Peruvian Amazon.

Review and approval for HIV clinical trials, including vaccine trials, are relatively
easy in Peru and should not take more than three months. The approval process
generally follows three steps.

• Local IRB approval. The first step is to get approval from the local IRB,
which usually takes one month. The Principal Investigator must sign a letter
introducing the protocol and include the IRB submitting form, the protocol in
Spanish and English, case reports in Spanish and English, and all promotional
materials.

• MoH approval. Getting MoH approval takes about two months including
review from Peruvian version of the FDA—an indispensable review to conduct
any clinical trial. It requires the above forms, plus investigators brochures of
drugs in Spanish/English, and a letter of approval from the IRB. Once MoH
approval is obtained, a complete list of drug supplies under testing must be
sent to customs for approval.

• Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) approval. The IBC approval process
usually takes two months and can be done concurrently with MoH approval.
No IBC approval is necessary in Peru to conduct a trial using genetic material
under testing. This special review is included in Impacta’s procedures to meet
international regulatory standards. Impacta uses the Western IBC from
Olympia, Washington.
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3.3 Roundtable discussion: Country experiences for the review/approval
of HIV clinical trials (Javier Lama, Sam Kalibala, Pontiano Kaleebu,
Punee Pitisutthium)

The roundtable discussion was generally driven by questions from participants;
however, on occasion, panelists posed questions to participants. The following points
were discussed.

• Panelists discussed the extent to which developing countries make their own
decisions about trials. Kenya followed the example of Thailand and now has a
sub-committee in the MoH that invites groups that want to do research to a
pre-submission meeting where they present data. The role of the committee is
to advise the government. If the pre-submission is satisfactory, then researchers
are invited to submit a full proposal.

• In Uganda, no single procedure is followed. In most cases, an outside party
approaches a colleague with an idea, and it is up to the local person to seek
advice from the government on how to proceed. A protocol is usually submitted
to the IRB of the institution, which then reviews the protocol. If scientifically
and ethically sensible, then the protocol is generally approved at the commission
for scientific technology.

• At Impacta in Peru, the board of directors makes first decision about whether
to go forward (scientifically). Then the study idea is shared with the community
advisory board. The third step is to obtain NRA approval.

• Panelists were asked how often their countries think about research before
receiving a protocol. In Thailand, a product has to initially be tested for
immunogenicity and safety in the country of origin, with exception of HIV
vaccine subtype E. Thailand will not test a product if sponsor has no plan to
move forward to phase III.

• One participant commented that the earlier the countries get involved in
development process, the easier it is to avoid regulatory issues. Many countries
said they got advice and consultation from WHO and NIH before
moving forward with trials. This protected them from unknown dangers.
Participants from smaller countries argued that they do not have regulatory
bodies of their own (just like small European countries do not) and asked how
these countries will be brought along.

• Participants discussed whether a vaccine that assists in advancing clinical
expertise should be tested. Panelists responded that such a vaccine could be
tested, but it needs to be based on science. Otherwise, it is hard to justify a
trial just to build capacity at a site.
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3.4 Strengthening national regulatory authority functions
(Liliana Chocarro)

Because many developing countries now make their own vaccines, WHO developed
a programme to support national regulatory authorities (NRAs) and to help countries
control the domestic production of vaccine products. WHO’s goal is to ensure that
100% of vaccines used in immunization programmes are “assured quality vaccines.”
This means that a country’s NRA is independent from vaccine manufacturers,
the NRA is fully functional, and that there are no unresolved reported problems
with the vaccine.

WHO’s Expert Committee on Biological Standards sets international
standards for quality, efficacy, and safety. Different groups within (Immunization,
Vaccines & Biologicals/Access to Technologies) work together to build capacity of
NRAs, and prequalify vaccines for UN agencies. These programmes strengthen and
monitor the six regulatory functions required of a functional NRA:

• a published set of requirements for licensing

• surveillance data for vaccine field performance

• a system for lot release

• use of laboratory when needed

• regular inspections for GMP

• an evaluation of clinical performance.

In 1996 WHO launched a global training network to train NRA staff. In 1998,
WHO developed a global plan for strengthening NRAs along with a stringent set of
indicators to monitor each regulatory function. By 2003, WHO completed 52 NRA
assessments, trained 680 national staff, and 156 regulatory experts. By 2004,
all producing countries have been assessed.

The capacity building process for NRAs includes:

• benchmarking to see what goals they have to reach

• an assessment of NRAs

• a plan to address gaps

• implementation of plan, including technical inputs

• monitoring and evaluation.

A new initiative has been the establishment of the Developing Countries’ Vaccine
Regulators (DCVR) Network. This network was designed to strengthen
procedures for evaluating clinical trial proposals and clinical trial data. Eligibility is
limited to developing countries with WHO pre-qualified vaccines/manufacturers,
a fully-functional NRA, domestic expertise in research on new vaccines and
combination vaccines, and those likely to be the first to trial or license new vaccines.
Today, the network includes: Brazil, China, Cuba, India, Indonesia, Korea, Russia,
South Africa, and Thailand. The first network meeting in late 2002 discussed
innovative regulatory pathways and inventoried the clinical evaluation function.
The network was officially established in Thailand in September 2004.
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Recent changes in the European regulations established that vaccines produced in
Europe for exclusive use outside of Europe will not be licensed by EMEA.
As a result of collaboration between EMEA and WHO, article 58 in the new
regulation and a detailed procedure have been defined by which EMEA will issue
“scientific opinion” for vaccines used exclusively outside of Europe and considered
eligible by WHO. The scientific opinion is intended to mimic the review process for
licensing, but the outcome will not be a marketing authorization.

Other initiatives for candidate vaccines in clinical trials include efforts to strengthen
regulatory review of clinical trial applications, to promote communication between
regulators and research centers, and to establish regional networks or taskforces.

3.5 Discussion

During the discussion, the following points were raised.

• Participants discussed the relationship between regulatory authorities and
vaccines. In a partially- or non-functional NRA, regulatory authorities generally
have less knowledge about vaccines, but more advanced NRAs have specialists
focusing on vaccines. For countries with non-functional NRAs, there is a need
for science to be brought to the regulators. Because this is a potentially sensitive
issue, a third party might be needed to help such countries in a regional context.

• There is a theoretical role that regulators play where they ask whether a proposal
is scientifically valid and potentially beneficial. In fact, proposals need to be
vetted before they reach the regulatory process. The problem is that regulators
hear things informally, which could distract them from their job to judge only
what is in front of him/her.

• Participants asked what would happen with an efficacious vaccine candidate
that does not fall within the USFDA’s mandate. It was pointed out that a number
of HIV vaccine trials are already not under USFDA. Only because of funding
do some trials fall under purview of the USFDA. Where a product is being
developed determines where it needs regulatory approval.
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4.1 Responding to the ethical and legal challenges of HIV vaccine
development in Africa (Nicola Barsdorf)

In Africa, HIV vaccine development should be a partnership between sponsors’
countries and institutions, and African host countries and institutions. African health
and research communities should be able to make sound decisions regarding their
participation in HIV vaccine research in a context of equal collaboration with sponsors
and investigators. The Ethics, Law, and Human Rights Thematic Working Group
(ELH TWG) was formed to identify and strengthen ethical, legal, and human rights
priority areas for HIV vaccine trials in Africa.

One of the ELH TWG’s primary responsibilities is to promote an ethical-legal
framework for HIV vaccine trials. This includes ethical review infrastructure,
legal protections, enforcement or redress mechanisms, and the meaningful involvement
of key stakeholders in HIV vaccine development activities, requiring that their
capacity to understand and debate the issues be built.

To date, the ELH TWG has completed a survey to identify resources and capacity
building needs of ethics committees in 15 African countries. A comprehensive
confidential technical report was sent to UNAIDS/AAVP early in 2004 and a
summarized version has been sent to a peer-reviewed journal for review. An inventory
of African Research Ethics Committees (REC) and Institutional Review Boards
(IRB) was compiled by the ELH working group and is available at
http://www.saavi.org.za/inventory.htm. The ELH TWG has also initiated a legal
audit in five African countries to review their legislation relating to protection of
participants in health research, which will be sent to UNAIDS/AAVP early in 2005.

In the immediate future, the ELH TWG plans to develop and implement a capacity
building plan based on the research already undertaken, to train research ethics
committee members where needs are greatest, and to recommend potential areas for
legal reform based on the legal audit. The ELH TWG will also provide technical
support and workshops to help develop appropriate national ethical guidelines for
preventive HIV vaccine research. It plans to work with research ethics committees
who review HIV vaccine protocols and develop a formal network to exchange
information between the ELH TWG and members.

Remaining challenges for the ELH will be networking with similar initiatives,
evaluating and responding to evolving ethical-legal imperatives inherent in HIV
vaccine trials, addressing ethics, law and human rights in an even handed manner,
and establishing procedures for gaining new members onto the ethics, law and human
rights thematic working group.

4. Ethics, legal issues, and
community participation
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4.2 Treating people with intercurrent infection in HIV prevention trials
(Catherine Hankins)

In July 2003 WHO-UNAIDS organized an Intercurrent Infection Consultation with
participants from funding agencies in microbicides, vaccines, and behavioral
intervention trials; from organizations involved with HIV treatment and care;
participants in HIV prevention research, community members, ethicists and legal
experts, country representatives, and UN agency representatives.

The consultation discussed differences and similarities in research between vaccine,
microbicide, and behavioral interventions. They found that they sought similar
primary endpoints, but different secondary endpoints. They also discovered that
they expected similarly small numbers of participants to seroconvert during prevention
studies, resulting in treatment and care not being required for years in most cases.

Participants agreed about providing ARV, but differed in their opinions of who should
provide it, who should be treated, and to which standard should they receive
treatment.

Among the organizations funding the research, none found it their responsibility to
provide ARV treatment and care. Some said they would only as last resort,
some said only during a trial, some said it was country’s responsibility, some said
they would not look at a site unless there was already a scale-up programme.
Countries with scale-up programmes said they would cover volunteers, but even in
those scenarios, demand usually exceeds supply.

In conclusion, the consultation agreed on the following points.

• Volunteers who become infected during a trial should have access to good
quality care within the framework of WHO guidelines for resource-constrained
settings.

• Approaches for care and treatment should be reached before a trial starts,
and they need to be legally enforced beyond political changes in leadership.

• Funding mechanisms for care and treatment should be explored and formal
agreements reached among participating organizations.

• Prevention trials ought to contribute constructively to infrastructure
(human capacity, laboratory strengthening, etc.).

• In situations where good quality treatment and care is not available through
the health system for trial participants, then alternatives need to be explored.
This may include developing specific financial funds to cover drugs and care,
obtained through overheads.

• Although the World Bank and Global Fund to fight AIDS, TB and Malaria do
not specifically fund research, they can provide resources to develop human
capacity (training) and clinical and laboratory infrastructure which will both
support research as well as treatment and care outside of the trial context.

• For people found to be HIV-infected during trial recruitment, as well as
partners/family members of volunteers who become HIV infected during trials,
provision should be made for appropriate treatment and care through local
facilities. If these are absent or sub-standard, stakeholders need to agree on
separate arrangements to care for these people.
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4.3 Legal issues (Thomas Smit)

Regional frameworks and national plans should briefly describe the existing legal
framework in the country or region. There is little guidance on what a legal framework
should include, but there are a few proposed minimum requirements outlined below.

••••• Laws that protect individual study participants and study populations.
There should be laws protecting the rights of participants, and regulating the
conduct of researchers and investigators. Ideally there should be research law
provisions that protect special groups such as the mentally ill, children, prisoners,
and there should be laws that ensure adherence to GCP and ethical guidelines.
National and regional plans should reflect the rights of participants in their
activities.

• Legal framework for regulatory approval(s). The legal framework should
clarify the NRA’s registration process for approving candidate vaccines for
clinical trials. It should also list ethical review bodies (including the GMO
regulatory act, if appropriate).

••••• Laws protecting intellectual property. National plans should reference
applicable law or international norms for intellectual property. The WHO HIV
Vaccine Initiative’s advisory role to governments on intellectual property issues
should also be noted.

Legal issues that may need further clarification include confidentiality (use and
disclosure of data), ownership of biological data, and Material Transfer Agreements.

It is important that WHO supports the process of consultation on regional frameworks
and national plans to further clarify these issues.

4.4 Issues in community participation

4.4.1 SAAVI (Elise Levendal)

The central issue affecting community preparedness is that there is no common
understanding about the meaning of community preparedness. Ideally, researchers
should find the traditional and most appropriate community entry process and
collaborate with existing community structures. The goal should be involvement,
rather than recruitment. Community involvement needs to start before a protocol is
developed, and community members should be involved in roles of their own choice
(advocacy, peer education, community advisory groups, ethics committees, etc.).

In Africa, expanded community outreach should have begun prior to starting clinical
trials. Honesty and transparency is important during, before, and after approving
protocols, and it is important to contextualize vaccines within treatment, care,
and prevention services. Adult education principles should be used and all communities
should be educated before the start of a trial. Once sites are identified, then intensive
inclusion should begin. Trial sites need to decide how CABs fit into structures and
look more closely into how CABs are created, made up, followed-up, and managed.
It is important to create an environment where communities gain self-confidence,
awareness and competence that will inform their decision-making. The budget for
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community involvement and advocacy cannot be underestimated. A lack of or
inadequate leadership, vision, and commitment from those involved in HIV vaccine
development can have adverse impacts on credibility, and the effectiveness of
community preparedness initiatives.

Community involvement in health was endorsed by all WHO Member States in the
Declaration of Alma Ata in 1978. In 1991, WHO argued that to promote meaningful
community involvement and to enable people to make informed choices, people must
understand health and health problems, and they must have access to information
about how the health system works.

A common understanding of community preparedness is needed, and the
perceived divide between scientists, researchers, clinicians, community activists,
liaison officers, administrators, and regulatory bodies must be narrowed. Once a
common understanding is reached, then discussions about who is the community,
how to reach them, and where they live can take place.

4.4.2 HIV vaccine trials in Peru: community involvement a key difference
(Jorge Sánchez and Javier Lama)

Implementing HIV vaccine clinical trials in developing countries is challenging,
but necessary in places where the epidemic is impacting the population. Not only are
scientists of a country eager and willingly to help find an efficacious HIV vaccine,
but communities must also be informed, aware, and committed to support HIV vaccine
research.

Impacta has focused on building an informed and sensitized community to support
HIV prevention research. Created in 2000 by Dr Jorge Sanchez, former Executive
Director of the National STD and STD Control Program at the Ministry of Health
of Peru, Impacta’s operational plan included community education and empowerment
through a Community Development Program.

The Community Development Program is supported by a CAB, an independent
consulting body that include representatives of the affected communities as well as
organizations that work in HIV prevention. The CAB links communities and
researchers by providing two-way recommendations and education on study design
and implementation.

Impacta implemented the first HIV vaccine clinical trial in Peru in April of 2002,
sponsored by the NIH with technical support from the HIV Vaccine Trials Network
(HVTN). The first two years of preparation included staff training in GCP, ethics,
protection of human research participants, HIV vaccines procedures and operations,
and community sensitization.

Protocol HVTN 026 was a multi site phase II clinical trial to evaluate the
immunogenicity and safety of ALVAC-HIV vCP1452 alone and combined with
MN rgp120. The study included 40 low risk men and women and evaluated
immunogenicity and safety of these two products. Volunteers were enrolled in
six months and the study was completed in July 2004 with 96% retention in
400 programmed study visits.
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After searching for additional research sites, a new Peruvian partner institution joined
the network in April 2003. Asociacion Civil Selva Amazonica (ACSA) in Iquitos
(the largest city in the Peruvian jungle) started an HIV Vaccine Preparedness Study
convening a cohort of 200 HIV uninfected MSM at risk, and followed them up for
one year. The study was concluded with 92% retention, and an observed HIV incidence
of 3.1 cases per 100 person years (95% CI: 1-1 – 6.8). ACSA is now a fully established
HVTN site and began a phase I HIV vaccine trial in late 2004.

In a collaborative effort between Merck & Co. Inc. and the HVTN, a new vaccine
candidate is being tested in 18 cities around the world, two of them in Peru
(Lima and Iquitos). Impacta was one of the first international sites to enroll volunteers
and completed enrolment at the end of 2004.

As stated on UNAIDS guidance point 5 of the “Ethical considerations in HIV
preventive vaccine research” community participation ensures the ethical and
scientific quality of proposed research, its relevance to the affected community,
and its acceptance by the affected community. Community representatives should
be involved in an early and sustained manner in the design, development,
implementation, and distribution of results of HIV vaccine research.

4.4.3 AfriCASO (Mamadou Seck)

Since the beginning of the HIV/AIDS pandemic, African community organizations
have been at the front lines of prevention, developing solidarity to face the impact
and stigma of AIDS. Thousands of groups, movements, and networks were set up
years ago when the pandemic became manifest. AfriCASO is one of these networks.

AfriCASO’s aim is to stimulate debate in communities, learn about HIV vaccine
issues and challenges, support international initiatives, and promote community
awareness and involvement.

AfriCASO partners with the WHO-UNAIDS HVI, which includes collaboration
within AAVP. Five priority actions are to:

• know (collect data and minimum knowledge needed in communities)

• disseminate (replicate and disseminate information to communities)

• advocate (with policy makers, social/traditional leaders, media for an enabling
environment)

• negotiate (with research institutions around issues of access and delivery)

• interact (network and form key strategic alliances).

In partnership with WHO, UNAIDS, IAVI, and the International Council of AIDS
Service Organizations (ICASO), an Interim Community Working Group was formed
to elaborate a community workplan. Looking into future, AfriCASO expects to
earn institutional recognition for effective and equal partnerships, raise technical
and financial support for the community workplan, and develop strong partnerships.
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4.4.4 AIDS Vaccine Advocacy Coalition (Mitchell Warren)

AIDS vaccine development is a long and winding road without signposts.
Right now, there is a need to mobilize the world while also moderating expectations.
Communicators are required to explain the science to communities and to translate
community needs, desires, concerns to scientists and policy-makers.

Getting the global house in order requires a closer look at the following.

••••• Correlates of readiness. For over a decade, the AIDS vaccine field has been
stymied by the lack of immunological correlates of protection to measure
vaccine efficacy. Similarly, discussions on readiness for small, intermediate,
and large scale trials lack quantifiable measures of progress, setbacks, and areas
that need attention. AVAC and its partners established fourteen correlates of
readiness as a checklist of quantifiable goals that trial networks, advocates,
and communities can use to measure progress. These correlates are available
online at (http://www.avac.org).

••••• Leaving communities better off. Working together with communities,
trial researchers can establish satisfactory benefits that meet the needs of the
community—which may or may not include the need for ARV treatment.
Other benefits could include high-quality voluntary testing and counseling,
support groups for HIV positive participants, prevention of mother-to-child
transmission, antibiotics and medicine for TB and malaria, HIV prevention
programmes, professional training, and/or shared laboratory facilities.
Fundamentally, leaving communities better off is a matter of attitude more
than money. Instead of doing research on communities, research needs to be
done with communities where scientists care about the overall health of
individuals and their families.

4.5 Discussion

During the discussion, the following points were raised.

• Participants discussed scenarios where there is no approved ART proposal.
South Africa, for example, worked hard to provide treatment for those with
breakthrough infections (required by government). Logistics of phase III trials
requires a more than 10-year commitment.

• The point was made that volunteers cannot be forced to enter a follow-up
protocol. It is important to clarify guidelines and recommendations in
places where volunteers must be offered ART in order to run trials.
Maybe communities can make choices about how they can be left better off.
Regulations can be interpreted by funding agencies and at the national and
community level. The point is that there needs to be a process, not a particular
outcome.

• The issue of implementing ARV in the context of research is important.
Different standards of care within country means a sponsor does not necessarily
have to commit to highest standard. Researchers value the role of community,
but everyone has different expectations. That is why it is important to involve
the community before starting the trial.
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5.1 Introduction to the AAVP guidance document on national HIV
vaccine plans (Roy Mugerwa)

A national plan builds consensus, attracts partners, and provides clear rules of the
game. It should clarify a country’s regulatory framework and manufacturing,
and licensing requirements, and should also provide guidelines for scientific and
ethical review.

The AAVP has put together a draft guidance document on writing a national HIV
vaccine plan that includes the following topics.

1) Political, social, and policy issues. The national plan should outline political
commitment, social mobilization, and policy issues, and describe the roles of
agencies and funders.

2) Regulatory approval process. Guidelines and procedures are available
for selecting candidate vaccines, inspecting and certifying manufacturers,
and registering and licensing products.

3) Guidelines for scientific and ethical review. The national plan must include
required documents (protocol synopsis and consent forms), the review
process (including commitments and essential elements of review such as
volunteer protection and design of trial), and regular communication
(protocol amendments, deviations, violations, and adverse events plan,
and periodic/final reports).

4) Preparatory research for HIV vaccine trials. The plan needs to address
virological studies, immunological endpoints, epidemiological studies,
and socio-behavioral research.

5) Implementation guidelines. Guidelines exist for establishing cohorts and trial
sites, personnel, infrastructure, requirements for conducting phase III trials,
counseling requirements, mechanism for monitoring trials, and issues related
to availability and affordability.

6) Logistical and operational issues. Laboratory requirements such as required
equipment and screening, standard operating procedures for collecting and
storing materials, data management, and communication needs should be
included in the plan.

5. Developing national
and regional plans

and strategies
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A viable national plan requires political commitment, community support,
support of stakeholders, and a well-characterized epidemic. The plan must have
focused objectives, clear ethical guidelines, clear regulatory review mechanisms,
plans for training and capacity building, a strategy for disseminating information,
and a public relations summary.

5.2 Examples of other countries’ national plans/strategies

5.2.1 China (Yiming Shao)

The AIDS epidemic in China grew very vast, and has spiked since 2002. By the end
of 2003, there were 62 000 reported HIV infections, but the Chinese CDC estimates
about 840 000 are actually living with HIV or AIDS. The most affected groups are
IDUs and former plasma donors—most are young males. The epidemic is now at a
stage of moving from high-risk groups to the general population. The worst case
scenario predicts that China could have 10 million people HIV infected by 2010.

China has made three national strategic and policy plans. In recent years,
especially after SARS, provincial AIDS committees were established. The latest
breakthrough in national AIDS control policy has been to provide free ART to AIDS
patients, free voluntary counseling and testing, free testing and counseling to pregnant
women, free education to AIDS orphans, and financial and social support to AIDS
patients who are having difficulties. This programme is currently offered in 51 counties
and will expand to 76 counties in 2004.

The primary goals of China’s AIDS control plan are: (1) to establish a mechanism
for leadership and management of AIDS prevention and control, (2) to disseminate
information about STDs and HIV/AIDS prevention and reduce high-risk behaviors
among vulnerable groups, (3) to improve the capacity of the STD/HIV/AIDS
surveillance system and the medical/health care system, (4) to accelerate applied
research related to AIDS prevention and control, and (5) to develop and improve
laws and regulations related to HIV/AIDS.

China aims to have a viable candidate HIV vaccine completing phase III trials by
2010. Two vaccine trials are leading the effort: a replicating and a non-replicating
vaccine using the same vector used in China for smallpox vaccine.
Combined immunization has shown that DNA vaccine has good immune response
in animals. These vaccines are being developed in international collaboration with
NIH, European Union, and EuroVac. In two years, there will be several vaccines in
phase I trials.

China’s infrastructure for supporting AIDS vaccine development and trials
consists of government coordination and capability (as shown by SARS response);
public health networks nationwide; systematic epidemiology, molecular epidemiology
studies, and expanded virology and immunology studies; big vaccine production
capabilities and hundreds of newly build GMP facilities; intact vaccine review,
quality control and approval institutions; and a tradition of using vaccines to fight
infectious diseases.
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China has been involved in international collaborations on AIDS regulatory issues
since 2000 with China’s FDA, USFDA, and WHO. This collaboration has been
helpful in exchanging information and technical input; developing national GCP
guidelines for clinical trials; speeding up development of guidelines for review of
vaccines; and revising the requirements for large scale production for phase I trials.

Experience with the China Care programme has been positive. In this programme,
the government played a major role in fast-tracking review, negotiating with big
pharma to cut prices, establishing policies to support generic drugs, providing free
ART, and working with the WTO to support drug development. The result is that
seven brand drugs and five generic drugs went to market in less than two years.

Major future activities are to expand the HIV/AIDS support programme and the
China Care programme , to double the budget for vaccine research, and to move
several vaccines into clinical stages. To continue participating in international AIDS
vaccine trials, China needs better institutional collaboration, particularly with the
Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise on the horizon.

5.2.2 Brazil (Luis Fernando de Macedo Brigido)

Brazil’s National Vaccine and Microbicides Plan emphasizes the importance of
accommodating the general AIDS research agenda and strengthening existing
infrastructure. The plan prioritizes technology transfer and access to evaluated
products and aims to build national capacity to develop, test, and monitor vaccines
and microbicides. These efforts are undertaken in conjunction with expanding access
to existing efficacious preventive and therapeutic products.

The Brazilian AIDS Program is characterized by strong, long-term partnerships
with NGOs. Such partnerships have helped influence government actions and enact
laws guaranteeing free access to medication. Many NGOs are involved in local
committees and a national NGO forum appoints representatives for the Federal
Vaccine and Microbicides Committee. Moreover, NGOs are involved in site
preparation and participate in community advisory boards. The Brazilian Aids
Program, as well as some international partners, such as IAVI, frequently sponsor
community information meetings.

Brazil’s national plan recognizes the need to support ongoing phase I/II studies and
prepare for phase III trials, including identifying sustainable test sites within AIDS
research centers. These efforts are undertaken with active participation of local
scientific, technical, political partners and the local organized civil society,
which can build more sustainable research units and increase the involvement of
vulnerable populations. Further north-south and south-south collaborations may
accelerate these efforts.

Brazil has the potential to help with vaccine development and has an established
production capability for different vaccine products. Currently, Brazil is studying
conserved epitopes in local HIV-1 variants, as well as peculiar polymorphisms,
especially in circulating non-B isolates that may be relevant to HIV-specific immune
responses.
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Brazil has ongoing international phase I studies and is identifying and characterizing
potential phase IIb/III sites. To that end, sites are providing training, establishing
small seroincidence and clinical cohorts, generating baseline epidemiological data,
studying delivery and cost-effectiveness scenarios, and structuring reference and
monitoring capability relevant to future vaccine studies. Through small grants to
basic and applied vaccinology research, the Brazilian AIDS Program aims to
identify, stimulate, and eventually incorporate new research groups into this effort.
Reference centers for data management, virology, immunology, bioinformatics and
other key supporting activities are being identified and strengthened. A strong
laboratory exists and may potentially participate in future large-scale trials,
but building primary laboratory capability is a priority at this point, with efforts
focused on training, capacity building, and technical standardization.

The current focus of phase III preparedness is in the south of Brazil, a region with
above-average indicators for life quality and health, but some of the highest
documented HIV-1 seroprevalence among pregnant women in the country.
Also, clade C or C mosaics are present in a significant proportion of the HIV-1
infections in the region, even though this clade is rare in other regions of the country,
where HIV-1 B predominates.

5.2.3 Thailand (Punee Pitsuttithum)

Thailand’s national plan was written in 1993/4 with the objective of (1) implementing
a comprehensive strategy for developing a safe, efficacious, affordable HIV/vaccine,
(2) strengthening infrastructure, training, knowledge transfer, and technical,
managerial, and operational expertise to support Thailand’s long-term involvement
in HIV vaccine research, (3) fostering and coordinating collaboration on HIV/AIDS
vaccine research with institutions within and outside of Thailand, and (4) contributing
to the global effort to develop HIV vaccines with special consideration to countries
in the region.

Thailand launched its first trial in 1994, which paved the way for subsequent trials.
A technical subcommittee on HIV vaccine development was set up to approve,
monitor, and provide oversight to trials and coordinate networks to support
long-term research and development.

All protocols must be submitted to the AIDS Vaccine Coordinating Unit in the
Division of AIDS within the Ministry of Health for approval. The national IRB and
institutional IRBs provide input to the technical subcommittee. Then the protocol is
signed by the Director General of DCD and given to the Thai FDA. An import
permit can be applied for at that time.

Readiness workshops are organized to demonstrate investigators ability to ensure
that the trial will be done properly. The workshop tests the screening and enrolment
process, trial conduct  (international standard operating procedures, system of
reporting safety profiles, ethics, treatment and care), laboratory procedures,
and monitoring process.
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After launching its national HIV vaccine plan, Thailand began cohort studies and
phase I/II studies. It took us eight years to complete a phase III trial.
Good collaborations have led to improved infrastructure and capacity development.

Achievements to date include:

• full phase I to phase III clinical research capacity;

• technology transfer and improved capacity for laboratory work (anti HIV
laboratory, safety laboratory, CRL assay, and thesis grants for doctoral students)
and data management;

• massive infrastructure strengthening to prepare sites, including a trial registry,
repository center, and safety laboratory;

• technology transfer on data management and datafax;

• decreased incidence of injection drug use in Thailand;

• various networks to support clinical trials of HIV vaccines.

5.2.4 Russia (Edward Karamov)

In the early 1980’s, all AIDS cases in Russia had been acquired outside the country.
Later in the same decade, the epidemic spread into Russia, especially among MSM.
Russia now has five HIV subtypes: A, B, C, D, F, and G. Most HIV infected persons
are IDUs between ages 13 and 15 infected with C virus. Over the last eight years,
subtypes A and B have increased dramatically among IDUs and in former
Soviet Union countries. Subtype G is found primarily among children who acquired
it in a hospital. Half of all cases are concentrated in just five regions. The AIDS
epidemic is a national security issue, but the government is not doing much.
Russia spends only 3% of GDP on health care (not high). Although 200 000 HIV/
AIDS cases are reported, about one million infected persons are estimated to be
infected in Russia. Rates of infection are likely to grow in proportion to those in
Africa.

Russia has no vaccine national plan. A national programme exists with several sites
developing unit products independently. There is also a network of research
laboratories, but not a network of clinical trial sites. The ultimate goal is to send a
message to the Russian government that AIDS is a serious issue and that they need
to invest in AIDS vaccine development. Agencies can play a greater role before the
epidemic becomes even more serious.
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5.2.5 South Africa (Tim Tucker)

The South African AIDS Vaccine Initiative (SAAVI) was established in late 1999 to
respond to the global need for non-subtype B vaccine. SAAVI began with rounds of
national discussions among government, scientific, clinical, regulatory bodies,
ethics committees, and national/international groups. Support for HIV vaccines has
been written into the national health plan in SA with a cabinet mandate to ensure the
development of an affordable, effective, and locally-relevant HIV vaccine for southern
Africa.

SAAVI is an unusual programme because it works on (1) product development—
working with multiple technology platforms. SAAVI has disseminated genes to other
programmes outside of SA and can mix and match with them. The programme also
does (2) immunology assessments in animals and humans, and (3) has four
clinical trial sites to test vaccines and is now working on a phase III site.
(4) Behavioral science is a priority—SAAVI just launched a new consortium to test
why people volunteer, why they don’t, why they fall out, etc. (5) A dedicated HIV
vaccine ethics group makes sure international ethical standards are met and are locally
relevant. This group also helps increase the capacity of regulatory bodies and ethics
committees. (6) A community preparedness programme works to augment site
preparedness programmes and to work with sectors of communities to ensure
community involvement. (7) Actuaries help develop policies on how to use vaccines
when they do come out, such as what to do with a partially effective vaccine or a
vaccine with limited supply. (8) Data and bioinformatics staff ensures that information
is of high-enough quality to give to regulatory bodies. This group will also work
for malaria, TB, and others. In its entirety, SAAVI is made up of about 200 to
250 people.

It is important in a country like South Africa to have a transformation and capacity
development plan. Historically white men have dominated biotechnology.
The country is now trying to reflect its true diversity within its own structure.

South Africa’s national HIV vaccine plan is not yet complete. There have been new
developments and new players, and a need to balance support with regulation.
A new process to write the plan is now underway.
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5.3 Other global initiatives

5.3.1 CIDA – Canada (Peggy Thorpe)

The Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), like many donors,
works within a framework of competing resources. CIDA supports a number of
development initiatives including those in HIV/AIDS, however vaccine development
is new to the agency. After the G8 Conference presentation by the New Partnership
for Africa’s Development, Canada decided to invest 500 million Canadian dollars in
Africa on various initiatives, of which 22% went toward health-related projects.
Specific to HIV vaccines, 45 million Canadian dollars went to IAVI and 5 million
went to AAVP.

To sustain ongoing funding from the Canadian government, outcomes and
outputs of grants must be reported on a yearly basis. This is very difficult work.
Process outcomes are not enough; instead, reports need to monitor the effort,
use indicators, and freely admit how far there is to go. Clinical trial language is too
technical for decision-makers.

CIDA also looks at how funding proposals fit into its overall objectives
(poverty reduction, millennium development goals, buy-in from national
governments). When applying for funding, it is important to mainstream AIDS vaccine
more into the general AIDS agenda, so it does not appear to be a vertical programme.

The 2005 AIDS conference will be in Montreal. The challenge will be to mainstream
the HIV vaccine voice into that agenda.

5.3.2 Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise (Jose Esparza)

The Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise was initially proposed in a June 2003 article of
Science, coauthored by Drs Richard Klausner and Tony Fauci. The article recognized
that a vaccine is a required component of the effort to control the HIV/AIDS
epidemic, and that there has been growing interest from funders and political leaders
for such a vaccine. However, the authors also recognized that developing a HIV
vaccine is one of the most difficult scientific challenges of our time, and confronting
these challenges will require unprecedented effort and organization. The Enterprise
was proposed as a way to employ novel strategies in a more systematic,
more collaborative approach.

As a growing number of candidate vaccines enter the clinical trials pipeline,
the gap between existing capacity to conduct trials and future capacity will grow in
magnitude. These gaps can be addressed by increasing the quantity and quality of
scientific human resources, expanding access to large numbers of high-risk uninfected
populations, and establishing sustainable research facilities to conduct trials.

After the paper was published, a meeting was convened to decide how to move
forward. The group agreed on the need for an alliance of existing, independent
organizations. The glue holding it together would be a jointly-developed scientific
plan.
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Six different working groups developed the scientific plan, each addressing a
specific topic: vaccine discovery, product development, manufacturing,
laboratory standardization, clinical trials capacity, and regulatory issues and
intellectual property. Over 120 people from 15 countries provided input and
comments.

It has taken about a year to finalize the scientific plan. The Enterprise is now moving
into the implementation stage, and established a coordinating committee in
October 2004 to make sure the scientific plan is reviewed, updated, and implemented.
After the G8 summit in October 2004, the Enterprise planned to announce its first
major actions (including laboratory standardization and discovery). The Enterprise
is supported by a small secretariat at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. A funders’
forum, stakeholders’ forum, and expert groups will support the coordinating
committee, based on the model developed for the human genome project.

5.3.3 International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (Sam Kalibala)

IAVI’s East Africa office works as regional hub to provide technical and financial
support to trial sites in Kenya, Rwanda, and Uganda, and to work with partners to
create a supportive environment in East Africa. IAVI also works with five preparatory
sites spread out among the three countries.

In Africa, the AIDS vaccine field is challenged by the delay in scientific products
and a perception that poor countries have nothing to contribute. Politically, it is easy
for developing countries to be misled on the guinea pig card. IAVI has met with high
level politicians to abate this fear. IAVI has also met with media to help them report
accurately, and with scientists to teach them how to communicate more effectively.
In the area of regional cooperation and national AIDS vaccine plans, countries need
a more positive attitude and plan on how to move forward. IAVI developed a draft
set of guidelines to help them accomplish this task.

The aim of IAVI’s work is to not be caught unprepared for a large-scale phase III
trial. Preparatory research focuses on questions about prevalence and incidence of
HIV/AIDS, risk behavior, community perceptions and behavior, and cohort retention.

IAVI is working with communities to get their advice on research, and to get their
support and recruitment help. Uganda has an active Community Advisory Board
that meets monthly and publishes a newsletter. Kenya also uses peer volunteers to
recruit for studies, and conducts primary health care clinics to generate community
support.

IAVI’s general AIDS programme aims to place vaccine research sites within a
rich bed of comprehensive HIV/AIDS prevention and care programmes.
Communities often want to know more about AIDS before talking about vaccines.
Sometimes, they want to talk about how to care for AIDS orphans before talking
about AIDS, etc.
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African countries are building the capacity to do all the vaccine steps, including
laboratory work, clinical work, and phase I through III trials. To aid in this goal,
IAVI has built state-of-the art facilities in Kenya, Rwanda, and Uganda, and is
providing training to trial staff on Good Clinical/Laboratory Practices and on
the overall vaccine development process. IAVI is also helping build networks
with other vaccine development groups (AAVP, WRAI, NIH, and US CDC),
NGOs (ICASO, AfriCASO), vaccine support groups in the countries, and women’s
groups.

5.3.4 Walter Reed Army Institute HIV/AIDS Program (Deborah Birx)

The U.S. Military HIV Research Program aims to prevent HIV-1 in the active forces
by developing a globally effective HIV vaccine (subtypes A, B, C, D, and E),
conducting targeted surveillance and education, and implementing and evaluating
disease prevention modalities through clinical research.

Vaccine testing sites are located in Cameroon, Kenya, Thailand, Uganda and the
United Republic of Tanzania. In Thailand, WRAI is conducting a 16 000 person
efficacy trial of subtype E. The current trial is demonstrating about 30% CTLs,
and the next product should demonstrate greater than 50% CTL. Any fourth
generation products would need to maintain this level of CTL and primary isolate
neutralization.

WRAI field site philosophy is comprehensive. Knowing that the road to
vaccine development will be long, it is important to meet the needs of the country,
and to make our investments sustainable. To this end, facilities and the research
mission are integrated into the local ministries of health, and HIV care, prevention,
treatment, and vaccine development are rolled into a single, comprehensive initiative.
In resource-poor countries, medical benefits, including comprehensive AIDS care
and treatment, must be available in the community. WRAI currently provides
voluntary testing and counseling, diagnosis and treatment of opportunistic infections
found in HIV+ patients, maternal care and prevention using Neviripine, and ARV
treatment (funded by PEPFAR). All sites are built on permanent platforms with
agreements with MoHs. Thailand’s laboratory has been there for 50 years,
Kenya’s for 40 years. These are long term commitments, not only for ARV, but also
for vaccines. Records are kept for 100 years.

WRAI also focuses on laboratory and development of information technologies (IT).
Frequent wet and dry runs are conducted to test logistics. An effort is underway to
establish “community normal values” in United Republic of Tanzania and Kenya
(6000 normal values have been established so far). The focus is on improving
diagnostics for endemic diseases.

The intent is to develop full CPA and GLP laboratories, which is difficult because
when a routine maintenance is missed, the laboratory falls out of validation.
WRAI is investing $3.2 million in United Republic of Tanzania with 108 personnel
for a series of vaccine trials planned in collaboration with DAIDS. In Kenya,
about 4353 volunteers have been enrolled in an occupational cohort, and an ART
programme was launched six months ago. In Uganda, work is underway in Rakai,
and a cohort in Kionga is being set up. In Cameroon, a cohort study is ongoing.
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Rather than creating an artificial division between research, care, treatment,
and health-care delivery, it is important to recognize that the elements required for
HIV vaccine trials are needed for comprehensive care and treatment including
pharmacy, health facilities and human resources, clinical laboratories,
and community relationships.

5.3.5 EDCTP (Pierro Olliaro)

The European & Developing Countries Clinical Trial Partnership (EDCTP) has been
emerging over the past three years. It represents a totally new form of organization
constituted under article 169 of the Treaty of the European Union—this is a legal
framework whereby European national programmes can come together and be funded
by the European Committee.

The EDCTP does not develop vaccines, rather it deals with products as soon as they
are in clinical phases and follows them through registration, post-registration,
and policy development. The EDCTP was mandated by the European parliament to
work on HIV, TB, and malaria drugs, and combined interventions with the goal of
strengthening capacity and capabilities for sustained, durable clinical research in
developing countries.

An assembly nominated by 15 countries, two offices (the Hague and Cape Town),
an overall scientific body (board), a developing country coordinating committee,
and a European network of national programmes constitutes the EDCTP. Africa is
the priority region because of the combined need and disease burden.

EDCTP work is based on two pillars: knowledge (generated through clinical trials
and disseminated widely, so it can inform policy) and sustainability (building capacity,
engendering ownership, and building partnerships).

Priorities for 2004 have been to:

• assess the value of public health-relevant interventions toward informing
policies and making better products available;

• strengthen capacity to perform GCP clinical trials and ethical review in Africa;

• explore synergies between European programmes and establish partnerships
with other organizations;

• support new African leadership in health research through our Senior
Fellowship Programme;

• narrow the information gap by creating and sustaining a clinical trial registry
for HIV, TB, and malaria.

The EDCTP has called for vaccine and microbicide trial sites (applications for
18 HIV, 9 TB, and 10 malaria sites are being processed) and is working to strengthen
ethical review and GCP capacity at national level and at trial sites.
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5.3.6 National Institutes of Health HIV Vaccine Trials Network
(Jorge Flores)

The HIV Vaccine Trials Network (HVTN) is one of various ways in which NIH
conducts clinical trials. Priorities are to (1) identify vaccines that induce strong broad
T-cell responses and primary isolate neutralization, (2) determine safety,
immunogenicity and efficacy of candidate HIV vaccines, (3) validate immunological
assays to enable product comparisons and determine correlates of protection,
(4) address the issue of genetic variability, and (5) develop infrastructure and
collaboration for trials.

Since 1998, the Division of AIDS (DAIDS) has supported 57 preventive HIV vaccine
trials in 11 countries in partnership with the HIV Network for Prevention Trials,
AIDS Vaccine Evaluation Group, and HTVN. NIH funding for international AIDS
research has increased from US$75 million to US$355 million in 2005.

The Partnership for AIDS Vaccine Evaluation (PAVE) is a partnership facilitated by
NIAID between the three government agencies involved in clinical HIV vaccine
research. The purpose is to serve as a forum and clearing house to achieve better
harmony and increased operational and cost efficiency, while also maintaining the
identity of each entity. The focus is mostly on preparation for phase III trials.

PAVE is working with laboratories to develop common immunological, virological,
safety and other laboratory capabilities. It also aims to strengthen clinical trial capacity
through training, site development modules and standards, and to develop shared,
harmonized protocol designs between sites.

HVTN is an operations and coordination center with a statistical and data management
center, six central laboratories, and many international clinical units. HVTN operates
under a cooperative agreement with DAIDS. NIAID is supporting over 30 clinical
trials and has another dozen planned, most of which are conducted through the
HVTN.

5.3.7 Instituto Superiore de Sanità (Barbara Ensoli)

The Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) sits within Italy’s Ministry of Health
and coordinates the National AIDS Programme and the Italian Concerted Action
on HIV/AIDS Vaccine Development (ICAV). Italy’s national HIV vaccine
development programme is a network comprised of about 70 research groups and
developing countries. It includes four validated clinical sites (one dedicated to
immigrants from developing countries) and one ISO 2001-validated core laboratory
for immunology and virology. Italy has also built a dedicated GMP facility for
recombinant proteins and is establishing a National AIDS Center within the ISS.

ISS also coordinates the AIDS Vaccine Integrated Project (AVIP) and the
Very Innovative AIDS Vaccine (VIAV) programme awarded by the European
Commission (sixth framework). AVIP involves research groups from Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, South Africa, Sweden and the United Kingdom and VIAV from
Italy, Norway, Sweden. In cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
ISS also coordinates specific programmes relating to vaccine clinical trials in
developing countries.
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Of the many potential endpoints for HIV vaccine efficacy trials, ISS is focusing on
protection against disease, using native HIV-1 Tat protein to modify the course of
infection in vaccine recipients. The Tat protein plays a key role in the virus lifecycle
and in AIDS pathogenesis, and it is very efficiently taken up by dendritic cells,
inducing Th-1 cellular immune responses. Cross-sectional and longitudinal studies
indicate that immune responses (humoral and cellular) against Tat are strongly
associated with LTNP status, asymptomatic stage, nonprogression to AIDS,
and better response to therapy. In addition, studies performed in South Africa and
Uganda indicate an effective cross-recognition of clade B Tat protein (used as a
vaccine) by individuals infected by viruses belonging to different HIV-1 clades
(A, C, D), reflecting the high degree of conservation of the corresponding Tat regions.
In addition, results of sequence conservation analysis demonstrate that the predicted
aminoacidic sequence of Tat is well conserved among the different circulating viruses
belonging to distinct HIV-1 clades. This vaccine can be used both for preventive and
therapeutic applications and does not lead to a seropositive status in seronegative
vaccine recipients.

Two phase I trials are underway in Italy for both preventive and therapeutic
applications of the vaccine and are expected to end within 2005. Enrolment has
been closed and preliminary data suggest full achievement of primary (safety)
and secondary (immunogenicity) endpoints. A phase II trial is being planned in
2005/6 in Italy and South Africa, where ISS has been conducting feasibility studies
for cohort preparation and virological and immunogenicity studies,
technology transfer, training, and community involvement. These activities are in
coordination with the Italian Ministry of Health, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
AIDS National Programme, ICAV, EU Programme, and other international
organizations.

5.4 Discussion

During the discussion, the following points were raised.

• Participants asked whether there was a negative impact within Thailand from
all controversial publicity around the phase III vaccine trial, and how this
impacted the spirit of vaccine development. Thailand’s efforts to ensure that
the clinical trial meets international standards have neen shown to make a
difference. Thailand also has a strong leadership who has worked hard to push
things forward.

• Participants asked whether Brazil was trying to develop its own vaccine
platform. Brazil is testing vaccine from international initiatives, but also wants
to be a partner in product development and is prepared to better use and monitor
early-generation products. The main focus in Brazil is to identify potential
vaccine epitopes in local variant HIV strains, in collaboration with the
French AIDS research agency, ANRS.
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• Participants asked for clarification on the types of committees operating in
Brazil. Many institutions in the country already have ethical and scientific
research committees. Vaccine candidates have to be submitted to the federal
regulatory agency after local approval, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
may be involved in certain international collaborations. A biosafety committee
(which is linked to Ministry of Science and Technology) evaluates products
that include genetically-modified organisms. The import license and product
usage authorization is regulated by the Sanitary Surveillance Agency, ANVISA.
The federal ethical committee, CONEP, must also authorize all AIDS vaccine
studies involving human beings.

• Participants noted that the prevalence of subtype C in southern Brazil warrants
a closer look at the growth of subtype C in various regions of the world.
An international group should be convened to study the significance of this
subtype.

• Participants discussed SAAVI’s programme in Africa and asked what it is
doing to help other countries in the region develop capacity in training, etc.
SAAVI’s advisory committee wants to do more to help other countries in Africa.
AAVP has run training courses, and has a responsibility for further replicating
those programmes. There are also laboratory fellowships available.
Future funding requests for infrastructure, etc. include plans to document
everything so that SAAVI’s learning can be passed along to other countries.

• Participants asked if there were any major problems/limitations to SAAVI.
Historically, SAAVI has faced timeline and capacity problems. Almost everyone
who is vaccine literate is involved, which can make conflicts of interest a
problem. Community preparation and involvement is also something that can
be improved. South Africa has a complex HIV history; however, interactions
with government have been overwhelmingly positive. HIV vaccines are a part
of the government’s plan for health. The government has chosen to sub-contract
to SAAVI under the Medical Research Council (MRC). SAAVI’s steering
committee involves highest levels of government ministries and interacts with
other ministries and regulatory bodies, but the relationship has to be at arms
length because of regulatory functions.

• There was a lot of feedback provided to AAVP for their National Planning
Guidance Document. Participants felt that all stakeholders in HIV vaccine
research, including sponsors and industry should contribute to the document
so that it becomes a document for/from everyone, while acknowledging that it
was developed for Africa.

• Several countries reported using the AAVP guidance document, primarily as a
checklist/guide to develop the national vaccine plan. They did not necessarily
use everything in it, but adapted it to fit the countries’ needs.

• Regarding IAVI’s work in Africa, participants agreed that it is important to
prepare for success, but acknowledged that it is equally important to prepare
for failure.

• There was a suggestion to establish more collaboration between AAVP and
other organizations such as the Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise and IAVI.

• Organizations were encouraged to expand to other areas of Africa, such as
West and Central Africa.
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Working groups were originally to be divided by region (Africa, Asia/Europe,
and Latin America), but the overwhelming majority of participants were from Africa,
so the organizers decided to conduct a single working group to discuss
recommendations given by all the presenters in the consultation. The task was to
add to, endorse, and prioritize these recommendations.

6.1 General recommendations

The following general recommendations were given to the overall AIDS vaccine
field. Responsibility for carrying out these recommendations is either implied or
unassigned.

1) Establish regional regulatory frameworks (guidelines) that build country-specific
capacity, including the following.

a) Support country/regional acceptance of data (i.e., to support phase III
trials, to make progress on reaching adolescents, and to determine how
much data and exposure is necessary).

b) Support NRA training and ethics committees (i.e., clarify and simplify the
review process, and educate about the science and issues facing vaccine
development including specimen use, injury compensation, and ART
provision).

c) Support the establishment of Regional Task Forces where researchers and
regulators work together to develop guidelines for regulatory review of
vaccines.

d) Harmonize ICH guidelines across regional task forces.
e) Promote development of regional networks to discuss regulatory issues

and make sure that the issues, particularly the need for capacity building,
are communicated to regional political/economic partnerships such as
New Partnerships for Africa’s Development (NEPAD), Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC), the Caribbean Community
(CARICOM), Central America HIV/AIDS Prevention Project (PASCA)
and others.

6. Working groups:
approaches for the

development of regional
networks
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2) Get other, non-G8 countries to endorse and support the Global HIV Vaccine
Enterprise approach (such as the African Union).

a) The Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise should support regional organizations
such as AAVP and make a commitment to harmonize with established
HIV vaccine groups.

b) The WHO-UNAIDS HIV Vaccine Initiative (HVI), AAVP, the Global
HIV Vaccine Enterprise and other regional initiatives should better
coordinate the process of identifying scientific gaps as identified below,
specifically as they apply to developing countries. AAVP could specifically
identify gaps and barriers from the African perspective (below) and present
them to HVI and the Enterprise:

i. anti-vector immunity across communities;
ii. absence of reference hematologic and chemistry values;
iii. progress in generational functional humoral immunity—immunogen

development;
iv. systematic coordination and agreement on key immune assessment

parameters during conduct of human trials;
v. widening gap between predictive immunogenicity in non-human

primates and human immunogenicity (may need to recommend more
human trials for assessing immunogenicity).

c) Establish a transcontinental sub-type C research group.

6.2 Recommendations for WHO and UNAIDS

The following recommendations were given specifically to WHO and/or UNAIDS.
After the meeting, WHO and UNAIDS will prioritize these recommendations and
decide which ones to implement and when.

1) Facilitate and support continued community awareness and involvement in
HIV vaccine development:

a) develop a process to reach a common understanding of the meaning of
community preparedness;

b) narrow the perceived divide between scientists, researchers, clinicians,
community activists, educators, liaison officers, administrators,
and regulatory bodies;

c) facilitate and support a process to sustain community preparedness in the
HIV and AIDS vaccine development process;

d) facilitate capacity development to enable community people to base their
work on scientific principles and methodology.

2) Facilitate communication and accountability between funders (stakeholders)
and scientists.

3) Continue the critical role of the WHO-UNAIDS vaccine advisory committee
in advising countries and regional initiatives concerning vaccine clinical trials
conduct.

4) Facilitate discussion with regional and country HIV/AIDS leaders and AAVP
to expand discussions concerning care and treatment within the context of
clinical research.
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5) Develop a guidance document for NRAs to process HIV vaccine protocols in
countries without any clinical trials legislative framework.

6) Share the National AIDS Vaccine Plan Guidance Document for Africa with
other regions.

7) Create a task force for developing other regional activities similar to AAVP.

8) Develop, in collaboration with countries, points for sponsors to consider when
conducting research in a country.

6.3 Policy recommendations

The following policy recommendations were made with the goal of changing existing
global, national, or regional policies.

1) Integrate national AIDS vaccine plans within overarching national AIDS
strategies.

2) Align/integrate major HIV vaccine research into the national prevention,
treatment and care framework and other public health research initiatives.

3) Develop national policies on treatment and care of study volunteers who
seroconvert during trials.

4) Incorporate into national AIDS vaccine plans general principles and
policies for negotiating with AIDS vaccine clinical trial promoters
(funders and researchers) about treatment and care for intercurrent infections.

5) Review clinical trials legislation, where present, to ensure that HIV vaccine
and microbicide trials are adequately addressed/covered.

6) Address HIV/AIDS vaccine development within the context of poverty
alleviation efforts.
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